
Diversification (Growth Strategies) 

In the world of business, a conglomerate refers to a single company that operates in different 

industries and markets. Basically it is a business that sells different products and services unrelated 

to each other using separate business units or subsidiaries.  

Conglomerates do not start out as conglomerates; no not at all, in fact they start out as small 

businesses selling one service in one market. So how do they become conglomerates? By using a 

diversification growth strategy! 

A diversification growth strategy entails growing your business through entering into new industries 

and markets. In essence it is starting a new business in an industry you had never operated in 

before. For example, imagine you are in the business of importing high-end Italian suits for resell in 

your boutique store. From there you decide to grow your business but not through the conventional 

route which would be to open a new store in a different location, but rather through starting a steel 

manufacturing business.  

Sounds a bit bizarre doesn’t it? But that is what diversification is all about and companies do it for 

many reasons, chief being diversifying your portfolio. A business is an investment and as an investor 

entrepreneur you might want to spread your investment in order to bear fruit from different 

sources. And the way you do that is by having different businesses operating in different industries.  

Another reason you could use a diversification strategy is to ensure that all your eggs are not in one 

basket. Let’s face it, business ventures fail more often than one would like to admit, and not just 

start-ups but even businesses that have been in operation for over 5 years. And if the eggs in your 

one basket crack, you might find yourself in a spot of bother.  

Lastly, companies employ a diversification strategy because of a slowdown in the market. Recessions 

and the likes have been known to push companies into finding different sources of income which 

causes them to venture into new industries.  

But there is a risk associated with diversification as a growth strategy and that risk is knowledge, or 

rather, the lack thereof. I once said, ‘do what you know and if you keep doing it you will succeed’. 

Well with diversification you will have to venture into an industry you have no knowledge of. And 

starting a business without in-depth knowledge of the industry and market is by far the riskiest thing 

an entrepreneur could do. Statistically, entrepreneurs who expand into different industries without 

requisite knowledge fail far more often than entrepreneurs who stick to what they know and keep 

doing it until they succeed.  
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